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Lolcow Indictment - KingCobraJFS - Lazy Eyed Satanist Incel/ Longform Streamer Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 16:33:21 No.14761 [Watch Thread]

Did you ever wonder what would happen if Styxhexenhammer had a retarded lefty brother who streamed his life away eating grease burgers in a dirty apartment?
Well, wonder no more.

I Present you KingCobra JFS, a toxic e-begger cow with assburgers who copes with his unwarranted self-importance by pretending to be a womanizing literaly demon wizard on the internet. Imagine someone with a DSP business Model, a light 
Chris Chan Mindset and  the stubborn idiocy of Kittystyle while rocking a hot topic grimy goth look.

Josh has been streaming en masse since at least 2013. Much of his content has been archived and highlighted. He was until i discovered him via Danknet one of the most obscure cows with a long term dedicated Detractor community i have seen 
in years. He was documented for lolcow purposes since at least 2016, with him gaining enough infamy since summer 2018 to be more widely recognized.

Ever since his covered in 2019, Cobra is getting more notorious by the month. If you were looking to get into a new cow or a toxic streamer to detract from, this hairy chameleon provides you with a wealth of unintentional comedy and some of the 
best Highlight clip channels i have witnessed ever since i got into cow herding. He produces milk practically daily and is easy to find on youtube and facebook, with an engaged and active troll community to boot. Also, dont look into his left eye. It 
sees the darkness…

Biography Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 16:38:18 No.14762
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>Power Word
Joshua Faye Saunders
"Sexy Gothic Bad Boy King Kobra JFS" (refering to himself in the third person)

>Age
in his mid to late 20´s

>Gender
male

>Sexuality
heterosexual
often mistaken for homosexual or transsexual due to his clothing habits and putting on make up
vocal about his dislike for homosexuals

>Family
father & step mother (in active contact, live in a seperate place)
biological mother (said to be psychotic)
very resentful about not being in a relationship for more than 2 years

>Ethnicity
- white
- suspected to be of Irish Decent

>religion
- Christianity (formerly)
- Judaism (via conversion for job aquisition, allegedly formerly)
- surface level Satanism (currently)

>political Ideology
- liberal Democrat with SJWisms
- Uses Socjus Rhetoric and Talking Points
- Marijuana Advocate

>location
Casper, Wyoming (USA)
lives on his own in a low income apartment complex

>Afflictions
- Aspergers syndrome (light to medium)
- Autism
- Lazy Eye (Left)
- Tricateria (self-inflicted hair loss)
- denial about his general hair loss

>Profession(s)
- retard on state welfare (suspected)
. Dishwasher at local Fast Food Restaurants (formerly)
- streamer/IRL Streamer
- Sells poorly made Magic Wands on Etsy for profit

>Personality
- aware of his retardation
- heavy tobacco abuser (cigarettes, pipe, chew)
- addicted to sugary drinks and greasy food, in particular Phone Order Pizza
- Anger Management issues, in general and when dealing with trolls
- deeply embarrassed/offended by sexual subjects and/or women/couples
- regularly goes on deleting sprees of his own content out of sudden embarrassment

>Hobbies
- being an esoteric goth
- putting on face paint and wearing mall goth attire
- unhealthy obsession with Harry Potter (believes in magic and curses)
- poorly cooking disgusting food
- playing guitar
- listen to heavy metal, goth metal in particular
- owns an actual ventriloquist puppet that he uses on stream

>Misc
- 10 year legacy, mostly documented by remarkly detractor channels
- suffers from unwarrented self importance, yet has insecurity issues, unironically thinks hes a youtube celebrity
- often goes on great rants about women and being rejected by them
- has an impersonator in the likes of Liquid Chris, complete with own Youtube Channel
- degenerate friend circle full of drug addicts, furries, alcoholics and retards
- likes to start drama feudes with other low tier youtubers
- regularly gets send gift boxes from fans and trolls, often ends up destroying the insides including expensive pedo sex dolls and other sex toys

>other
- has a snake tattoo on this lower left arm
- likes to massban stream audience for trolling or perceived slights
- suspected falseflagger
- earn at least parts of his income from e-begging and selling trash to trolls
- was swatted in 2019
- reverse suicide baiter ("i cant kill myelf because of my fans.)
- owns his own subreddit
- his own "fanbase" has an ambivalent relationship with him and often goads him into content and drama without him realising
>does at least 1 stream/irl stream/food review per day, varying anywhere between 5 minutes to 2+ hours, sometimes includes quests
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Links, Streams and Third Party Intel Sources Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 16:51:15 No.14763

>KingCobra JFS Kiwifarms thread
https://kiwifarms.net/threads/kingcobrajfs-josh-saunders.22713/

>Archive
http://archive.ph/4PzlT

+++

>King Cobra Wiki and Timeline (Last Updated in 2016
https://kingcobrajfs.fandom.com/wiki/KingCobraJFS_Wikia
https://kingcobrajfs.fandom.com/wiki/History_and_Timeline

>Archive
http://archive.ph/Vwy65

+++

>A Major Detractor Channel with regular high quality uploads
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC35BNoSqtV52s6g6Xglj4cA

+++

>Saunders' Youtube Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM8fUqXSiVVED84-HllUXbg

>Main Facebook Page/Stream (but not the only)
https://www.facebook.com/KingCobraJFS/

+++

>Liquid Kobras Channel
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_tQWroSTjZBxRD36PsahkQ

+++

>Twitter Handle
https://twitter.com/gothickingcobr4

+++

>Leddit
https://www.reddit.com/r/kingcobrajfs/

+++

>Archives for his music
http://web.tunecore.com/music/king_cobra

+++

>Archive for his fakebook streams
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC8Dwf2O7yLVshUKQn2fhagA

Recommended Video Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 16:54:41 No.14764
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>The Legacy of KingCobraJFS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4IHPqReqboo [Embed]
1 hour

A video introductions on the cow and its basic lore, made 
by Danknet in September 2019.

IncelQueerCuckbreh getting frustrated at women Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 16:57:51 No.14765
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>KingCobraJFS "Stop Staring at Me!"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=6sb17Y4X9Sw&list=UU35BNoSqtV52s6g6Xglj4cA&index=11 [Embed]

Made by Bite Size Cobra Videos in August 2019
4 and half minutes highlight clip
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Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 17:00:36 No.14766

>Liquid Kobra Detractor stream
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0X9Ew4oU1Ic [Embed]
2 hours

Anonymous  01/04/20 (Sat) 17:03:14 No.14767
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Saunders getting JULAY'd by a female gothic youtuber 
as of Summer 2018, part 1 of 2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_97vzfmF4qE
 [Embed]
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